
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD FAN FICTION PLOT

Read Plotting from the story How to Write Fanfiction by Fanfic (Fanfiction) with ( I am giving the English translation) and
arguably one of the best-plotted crime.

It's online, sign up is free, and you almost instantly get a review as soon as you write. The summary is meant
to draw people in and set the mood, so the fewer distractions the better. Remember, though, if the character
you're using is not yours, make sure the character does something that that character would do. See, in movies
they have sound and visual conventions, but with the written word you can add in description like what the
house smelt like, looked like in individual detail, the feel of the heartbeat in your protagonists chest, his
thoughts, regrets, instincts draw it out, it just makes it more gripping. The importance here is that you list
details that make a picture, not bore you and your readers to death. Thank you for reading! Now once the
conflict and your protagonist meet, the protagonist is going to have to deal with it somehow. No
passive-aggressivesm. Observing the little foibles and details about your adoptive characters and you shall
find that your story becomes more real. Don't limit your writing playlist to just one type of music however,
experiment with other types! That's all you have to do. As I said before, get the balance right! Are you
drooling yet, my dear teenage male readership? I tend to avoid romance stuff most of the time - but some
people love gooey, sappy romance. Keep looking to better your craft, and people notice and appreciate it.
THINK, people! Can anyone else see the flaw in this otherwise compelling synopsis? Other please tell me in
the comments so I can help. The guy jumps him from behind! Folks, I was not disappointed. These do not
necessarily have to be earth-shattering disasters. Distill this kernel down to a one-sentence summary of your
fic. Now, whilst I admit that he is a stinking cretin, he was also the Potter' secret keeper. On another note, don't
put question marks in the summary. If you ever have the urge to put in something you've read before, or seen
in a movie, chances are someone else has read or seen it too, and their reaction will be "well, that's unoriginal
of them. Also, he was never a threat to anyone at the school. This includes I Suck at Summaries , which many
people have mentioned already, but also "this is my first fanfic" or "wrote this in thirty minutes while drunk
yolo". As I read through chapter after chapter of story after story, I saw a trend emerging.


